
BIOLOGY EVIDENCES OF EVOLUTION ESSAY

But what, exactly, are the features of biology that make more sense through the lens of evolution? To put it another way,
what are the indications or traces that.

Natural selection occurs because individuals having more-useful traits, such as more-acute vision or swifter
legs, survive better and produce more progeny than individuals with less-favourable traits. All living creatures
are related by descent from common ancestors. Myoglobin, which stores oxygen in muscles, consists of a
chain of amino acids wrapped around an oxygen-binding molecule. The differences between species on
islands compared to mainlands provide a compelling example of evolution. The Hawaiian Islands are not less
hospitable than other parts of the world for the absent species. Biological evolution is a process of descent
with modification. Mutations that impair an organism's ability to survive and reproduce in its environment are
selected against and usually do not persist in a population for more than a few generations. In our own bodies,
we can point to the appendix, wisdom teeth, goosebumps, and many other features. Further, common descent
would predict that all species should have some highly conserved genetic similarities. The examination of
molecular structure offers a new and extremely powerful tool for studying evolutionary relationships. In
humans and other vertebrates, the retina consists not only of photoreceptor cells but also of several types of
neurons that begin to analyze the visual image. More than 2 million existing species of organisms have been
named and described; many more remain to be discoveredâ€”from 10 million to 30 million, according to some
estimates. This tree agreed completely with observations derived from paleontology and anatomy about the
common descent of the corresponding organisms. It was beginning to look like evolution is mostly correlated
with speciation events. It has also been discovered that other primatesâ€”chimpanzees, gorillas, orangutans,
and monkeysâ€”cannot make their own vitamin C either. These were the first three-dimensional protein
structures to be solved, and they yielded some key insights. In this case, molecular biology has augmented the
fossil record. Christians accept scientific theories about the weather, the formation of mountains, and even the
conception and development of individual human beings while still acknowledging that God is the creator and
sustainer of these things. For this reason, the genes that encode these more tolerant, less constrained proteins
evolve faster The average rate at which a particular kind of gene or protein evolves gives rise to the concept of
a "molecular clock. So too we believe that body plans, fossils, biogeography, and the genetic code all testify
truly to the way God created. The concept of a molecular clock is useful for two purposes. As the ability to
sequence the nucleotides making up DNA has improved, it also has become possible to use genes to
reconstruct the evolutionary history of organisms. Perhaps the most persuasive fossil evidence for evolution is
the consistency of the sequence of fossils from early to recent. New Evidence from Molecular Biology The
unifying principle of common descent that emerges from all the foregoing lines of evidence is being
reinforced by the discoveries of modern biochemistry and molecular biology. The code used to translate
nucleotide sequences into amino acid sequences is essentially the same in all organisms. State of Tennessee.
We know now that most morphological evolution occurs relatively rapidly in conjunction with speciation, and
that most speciation events are concentrated into turnover events. Genetics, then, enables us to test and
confirm hypotheses in a powerful way. We are admonished many times in the Bible to trust in God and his
ways, even if they do not fit our limited human ideas of what is optimal or most expedient.


